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} Understanding giftedness and 
talent
◦ Levels of giftedness
◦ Types of giftedness

} Characteristics of gifted children
◦ Cognitive 
◦ Social
◦ Emotional 
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} Students who are gifted have the 
capacity for advanced development 
relative to their age peers in at least 
one ability domain (intellectual, 
physical, creative or social) to a 
degree that places them at least 
among the top 10% of their age peers.
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}Gagné’s model 
of giftedness
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} Research indicates that approximately 
10% of the population is gifted. 

} For a LSS of 800 students this suggests 
◦ around 80 students across class PP – class 8
◦ 3 students in every group of 30
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} Walk and talk earlier than children of the same 
age

} Develop early and exceptional language 
patterns

} Have an exceptional memory for facts, people 
or events

} Have excellent powers of observation
} Relate well to older children or adults
} Show early reading ability which is often self 

taught
} Much of this happens before school entry. What 

does this mean for the teacher?
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} Develop skills easily and with few 
repetitions

} Have an excellent imagination
} Have a sophisticated sense of humour
} Be passionate about particular topics
} Seek challenges
} Prefer individual work
} Have an amazing attention span
} Be emotionally aware and intuitive
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Have an incredible thirst for knowledge
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}Have poor fine motor skills
}Need less sleep than average 
children

}Become frustrated when unable to 
physically do a task

}Prefer playing with older children 
or adults and have difficulty 
relating to children the same age
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} Be more sensitive, feel things more deeply or 
intensely than others the same age

} Exhibit behaviours which result in their being 
confused with children with attention 
disorders or autism

} Have a tendency to daydream, doodle or 
‘switch off’ into their own world

} Use their reasoning powers to argue with you
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} Get bored easily, resist work, disturb others
} Correct others impolitely (including the 

teacher)
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} Lack respect for adult arguments
} Be impatient with others and have 
few friends

} Be non-conforming
} Dislike group work and monopolise 
discussions
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} Be reluctant to complete written work
} Appear inattentive but then cope easily 

with the work
} Be overly sensitive to criticism
} Show constant perfectionism
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} Use their sense of humour
inappropriately

} Behave very differently at school to at 
home

} Dumb down to “fit in”
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A high achiever A gifted learner

Remembers the answer Poses unforseen questions

Is interested Is curious

Is attentive Is selectively mentally engaged

Works hard to achieve Knows without working hard

Generates advanced ideas Generates complex, abstract ideas

Answers the questions in detail Ponders with depth and multiple 
perspectives

Performs at the top of the group Is beyond the group
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A high achiever A gifted learner

Responds with interest and opinions Exhibits feelings and opinions from 
multiple perspectives

Learns with ease Already knows

Needs 6 to 8 repetitions to master Needs 1 to 3 repetitions to master

Comprehends at a high level Comprehends in-depth, complex ideas

Enjoys the company of age peers Prefers the company of intellectual 
peers

Understands complex, abstract 
humour

Creates complex, abstract humour

Grasps the meaning Infers and connects concepts

Completes assignments on time Initiates projects and extensions of 
assignments 21May 2021



A high achiever A gifted learner

Is receptive Is Intense

Is accurate and complete Is original and continually developing

Enjoys school often Enjoys self-directed learning

Absorbs information Manipulates information

Is a technician with an expertise in a 
field

Is an expert who abstracts beyond the 
field

Memorizes well Guesses and infers well

Highly alert and observant Anticipates and relates observations

Pleased with own learning Highly self-critical

Gets A’s May not be motivated by grades

Is able Is intellectual
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} The education of the child shall be 
directed to the development of the 
child's personality, talents and mental 
and physical abilities to their fullest 
potential 

Article 29 (1)
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Article 9.15 refers to:

….the full development of human personality
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• Cognitive traits
• Psychomotor traits
• Senses
• Intellectual
• Imagination
• Emotions



} Very observant
} Extremely curious
} Intense interests
} Excellent memory
} Long attention span
} Excellent reasoning skills
} Well developed powers of abstraction, 

conceptualisation and synthesis
} Quickly and easily sees relationships in ideas, 

objects or facts
} Fluent and flexible thinking
} Excellent problem solving skills
} Learns quickly with less practice and repetitions
} Unusual or vivid imagination
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} Most often recognised in gifted children
} Seem to be thinking all the time and want 

answers to deep thoughts
} Can get them into trouble, eg questioning the 

teacher and inappropriate timing
} Avid reading
} Theoretical thinking
} Analytical thinking
} Independent thinking
} Concentration
} Love of problem solving
} Deep curiosity
} Love of knowledge and learning
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} Rapid speech
} Impulsive behaviour
} Competitive
} Compulsive talking
} Compulsive organising
} Nervous habits and repeated behaviours
} Preference for fast action and sports
} Physical expression of emotions
} Sleeplessness 
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} Heightened awareness of all 5 senses
} Tactile sensitivity
} Sensitive to smells, tastes, textures, sounds

} Sensory overload:  experiencing things more 
intensely
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} Vivid visualisation – can cause them to imagine 
the worse in any situation. Can prevent them 
taking chances or getting involved in new 
situations. May stop them from beginning tasks –
too many ideas

} Vivid dreams
} Good sense of humour
} Magical thinking
} Love of poetry, music, drama
} Love of fantasy
} Daydreaming 
} Imaginary friends (in young children)
} Detailed visualisation
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} Extreme emotional sensitivity. Sometimes mistaken 
as psychological problems. Sometimes mistaken as 
emotionally immature.

} Anxiety
} Feelings of guilt and sense of responsibility
} Feeling of inadequacy and inferiority
} Loneliness
} Concern / empathy for others
} Heightened sense of right and wrong
} Strong memory for feelings
} Problems adjusting to change
} Depressions
} Need for security
} Physical response to emotions (eg stomach aches 

when anxious)
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} Timidity and shyness
} May need help in building social relationships 
} “True friends” are hard to find
} A “long memory” for negative experiences impacts 

future attempts
} May be “socially on the outskirts” of the group -> self-

concept is low
} Lack of social acceptance can lead to negative 

emotional wellbeing
} Conscious social integration with age peers may lead

to suppression of intellectual and emotional needs
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